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I. Primary vs Secondary Crime Scenes
➢ Scenario: November 22, 1963: President & Mrs. Kennedy travel in an open motorcade through
downtown Dallas, TX. Upon turning onto Elm street in Dealey Plaza, gunshots rain down on the
President’s car. The President is shot twice, once through the neck & a second, fatal head shot.
Figure 1: Primary Crime Scene: Kennedy’s Car

The car in which the President Kennedy sustained the gunshots is considered to be a
______________________________________________.
➢ The Texas Schoolbook Depository Building is where Oswald fired the shots that killed Pres. Kennedy.
Upon inspecting the 4th floor room in which Oswald occupied, investigators uncovered rifle shells & a
“snipers nest”.
Figure 1.1: Secondary Crime Scene: Schoolbook Depository

Since this 4th floor room in the TSBD provided additional evidence regarding JFK’s murder, it is
considered to be a
______________________________________________.
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II. Arriving at the Crime Scene
Figure 2: 1st Responding Officers

Responsibilities of 1st Responding Officer(s)
•
•
•
•
a) The security log must be signed all visitors to the scene. This document eliminates any crime scene

investigators who left stray footprints or fingerprints at the scene as possible suspects.
Figure 2.1: Sample Crime Scene Security Log
CRIME SCENE ENTRY LOG SHEET
ALL PERSONS ENTERING THE CRIME SCENE MUST SIGN THIS SHEET
AGENCY:

INCIDENT #:

SCENE LOCATION:
NOTE: Officers assigned to maintain scene security must also log in and out on this sheet and should state their reason as "Log Officer".

NAME & TITLE

INITIALS

AGENCY

IN

OUT

DATE / TIME

DATE / TIME

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

REASON FOR ENTERING

Figure 2.2: Sample Crime Scene Attire
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➢ To minimize the amount of stray trace evidence left at a crime scene, the CSI teams wear
________________________________________.
III. Documenting the Crime Scene: Responsibilities of Crime Scene Investigators
Figure 3: Photographing the Scene

➢ Photos must be taken as soon as possible to show the scene in an _______________________condition.
The victims are photographed, noting the position of the body & detailing any wounds sustained.
➢ Close-up photos of each item are taken –if an object’s size is critical, one of _____________________is
added.
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➢ Crime Scene Sketches are drawn __________________________but _____________________________.
The sketch illustrates the relationship of each item of evidence to other items or to the body itself …
Figure 3.1: Crime Scene Sketch

*The dashed lines on the sketch indicate the exact location of objects in terms of their distance between 2 fixed
points, in this case the walls of the dwelling in which the crime occurred.

➢ All objects & bodies within the crime scene are represented along with their distance relative to
_______________________________________________. Sketches can also be used as a reference when
_____________________________________________.
III. Collecting & Preserving Evidence
Searching the Area
➢ The first step in gathering evidence is finding it, which requires taking an orderly approach to
searching the crime scene. Items such as corpses & weapons may be easy to find, but bits of trace
evidence require diligence on the part of investigators.

Figure 3.2: Crime Scene Search Patterns
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*The specific pattern used to search for trace evidence depends on the size & location of the area.

➢ When searching for trace evidence, investigators typically follow a ______________________________
to ensure maximal coverage. The type of Search Pattern used depends on the
______________________________& the ______________________________involved.
Figure 3.3: Crime Scene Search Patterns: Line Search

➢ Used when searching over a _____________________or searching for ___________________________.
Several explorers will stand in a line & all slowly walk in the SAME direction ...

Figure 3.4: Crime Scene Search Patterns: Spiral Search
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➢ Commonly used when searching for an object suspected to be a _______________________________.
Spiral search patterns can be very useful when there is only one CSI at a crime scene.
Figure 3.5: Crime Scene Search Patterns: Quadrant Search

➢ Commonly used to locate items of evidence w/in a confined space to___________________________.
Each quadrant or zone can be further subdivided as needed & individually search by a separate team.
Figure 3.6: Crime Scene Search Patterns: Double Line Search

➢ “Double line search” -most thorough search method used to locate_____________________________.
Using this method, each region within the search area is effectively searched twice.

IV. Types of Crime Scene Evidence
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➢ Any physical or biological evidence that helps CSI’s determine ________ did _______, ________, &
_________ during a crime is called Reconstructive Evidence.
➢ Blood splatter evidence can provide evidence needed to reconstruct the _________________________,
_______________________________________, & the __________________________________________.
➢ Any form of physical or biological evidence that _____________________________is called Associative
Evidence. Associate evidence can also eliminate an individual as a possible suspect.
Figure 4: Class Characteristics vs Individual / Accidental Characteristics

*The fact that this shoeprint is that of a NIKE sneaker is a CLASS CHARACTERISTIC, making all wearers of this
type of shoe (& size) a possible suspect. The specific wear patterns on the sole of the shoe are INDIVIDUAL /
ACCIDENTAL CHARACTERISTICS, allowing investigators to narrow down their search to a few individuals.

➢ Evidence that is NOT unique to a particular object but rather a __________________is Class Evidence.
➢ ___________________________________ can distinguish objects from ALL others in their general class.
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V. Gathering Evidence at the Scene
Figure 5: Crime Scene Evidence

➢ When collecting evidence, investigators start with evidence that is particularly fragile or likely to be
contaminated such as
before they can be destroyed or contaminated.
➢ Fingerprints, once discovered, are
examination back at the crime lab.

for closer

Figure 5.1: Evidence of Forced Entry

➢ In order to gain entrance into a home or building, a perpetrator must often do so by force. Forced
entry by way of kicking in a door generally produces ___________________________________________.
Patent footprints may be left behind (class evidence) to help in the identification of the perpetrator.
➢ The
reinforces the jamb & prevents the bolt from tearing
away from the frame when pried or kicked. Door Guards reinforce the door itself to prevent lock
failure resulting from forced entry.

Figure 5.2: Tool Mark Impressions
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➢ Tool impressions indicate the ______________________________by a perpetrator into a building. Marks
left on locks & other objects can be used to identify ___________________________________________.
Figure 5.3: Tool Mark Impressions: Shackle Cut Marks

➢ The most common attack against padlocks is cutting the shackle. This attack is a form
of____________________________, & the two edges of the bolt cutter can be seen along the shackle.

Figure 5.4: Tool Mark Impressions: Drill Marks
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➢ ____________________, a form of shearing, is the most common method of destructive entry against
all types of locks. Large amounts of metal exist inside the lock & is preserved because it may contain
shards of a broken drill bit. The spiral scratches made by a drill bit (far right) can be matched to one
found in a suspect’s possession.
Figure 5.5: Tool Mark Impressions: Impact Marks

➢ _________________________________ is a method of destructive entry that is extremely effective
against windows, doors, & walls. The impression of the hammer mark can be cast to determine the
type of hammer used.

Gathering Evidence: Hair Fibers & Trace Evidence
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Figure 6: Hair Fiber Evidence

➢ Hair Fibers can be obtained from objects or bodies through ___________________________ or the use
of ___________________________. A suspect’s hair can be combed over a clean white piece of paper &
to obtain fibers from the victim(s).
Figure 6.1: Trace Evidence Vacuum

➢ Hair & other fibers may be obtained from furniture & carpeting by using a ________________________.
Each object is vacuumed using a separate, clean bag to avoid cross-contamination between areas.

Figure 6.2: Comparison Microscopes: Control Samples
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➢ Control samples represent a _____________________________to which crime scene evidence can be
compared to.
Figure 6.3: Evidence Containers

*Each piece of gathered evidence is individually packaged to avoid damage & cross contamination. The type of
packaging used depends of the type of evidence collected...

➢ Once collected, evidence must be _______________________________to preserve it & prevent crosscontamination.
➢ Dry Trace Evidence samples are usually packaged in envelopes, pill bottles, or plastic bags. Example:
paint chips in hit & run cases, hair & other fibers evidence.

➢

Liquid Evidence must be placed into airtight containers…
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Figure 6.4: Arson Evidence Containers

➢ Arson evidence cans are designed to prevent liquid accelerants from ________________________before
they can be identified.
➢ Moist Biological Specimens must be placed in non-airtight containers. Liquid, biological samples
(blood semen, saliva, etc) must be__________________________________________________________
________________________________________to prevent mold & bacterial growth that would lead to
the contamination of the sample.
VI. Searching for Bodies
Figure 7: Searching Downhill

➢ When a body cannot be found, investigators rely on the following low & high-tech methods: When the
terrain rises uphill on one side of a search area & downhill on the other, investigators search
DOWNHILL. Other search methods include …

➢ Freshly dug graves can be identified by________________________________________________.
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Figure 7.1: Freshly-Dug Graves: Changes in Landscape

➢ Freshly dug graves tend to be ________________________________due to the _____________________.
Figure 7.2: Older Graves: Changes in Landscape

➢ Older graves tend to be _______________ as the body ______________ & soil above slumps downward.

Figure 7.3: Older Graves: Changes in Vegetation
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➢ Turning over of soil as a grave is being dug may change the soil conditions & have the following effects:
a) _________________________________________ b) _______________________________________
Figure 7.3: Locating Buried Bodies

➢ ____________________________are trained to pick of the scent of rotting corpses, even if buried.
Metal items associated w/a corpse (jewelry, buttons, buckles) can be picked up using
__________________________________________.

VII. Chain of Custody & Search Warrants
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Figure 8: Chain of Custody

➢ The Chain of Custody is a _______________________________________showing that evidence has
been kept secure from a crime scene to the forensics lab, & finally to the courtroom. Failure to do
show will render evidence inadmissible.
➢ To search a suspect’s car or home for evidence related to a crime, a _________________________must
be obtained.
➢ A warrant can only be obtained if the requesting officer can demonstrate_________________________,
a valid reason to believe that items they are searching for are at a specific location.
➢ All warrants must state specifically what the police are looking for. For example, if the object of a
search warrant is a gun crate, police can only search areas in which such an item can be concealed.
Thus, if the officer finds a gun in a kitchen drawer, they cannot seize it. As a result, police try to
include a number of small items in the warrant, for doing so enables them to conduct a more sizeable
search.
Searching Without a Warrant
The Supreme Court has allowed warrantless searches to stand in the following situations:
1) _________________________________________________________________________
2) _________________________________________________________________________
3) _________________________________________________________________________
4) _________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 2 Review Questions:
Directions: All questions must be answered on a separate piece of loose-leaf. Please restate each question
before recording your response.
1) What term encompasses all objects that can establish whether a crime has been committed or can
provide a link between a crime and its victim or perpetrator?
2) Scientific evaluation of crime-scene evidence can usually overcome the results of a poorly conducted
criminal investigation. (True or False)
3) What is the most important thing to do when approaching a crime scene?
4) List the crime scene processing protocol in order.
5) Whose responsibility is it to identify, evaluate and collect physical evidence from the crime
scene for further analysis by a crime laboratory?
6) Explain why it is necessary for a CSI to be aware of any local laws regarding evidence collection.
7) If there is a conflict between preserving evidence and saving a human life, which is given
priority?
8) Why should wet evidence not ever be folded over on itself?
9) Explain the ―Chain of Custody procedures.

Reading Assignment
Marking Evidence at Crime Scenes: Developing a System
One of the most basic—and most important—tasks a crime scene officer has is locating, collecting,
packaging, and marking evidence found at a crime scene. In this article, I‘ll address the marking of
evidence collected. No matter the type of scene, you must carefully mark and record every piece of
evidence you find. This may seem pretty straightforward, but it becomes more complicated when you
have multiple crime scenes or incidents. Then the question becomes, how do you coordinate evidence
marking across crime scenes? By developing a system for marking evidence before you arrive at your
crime scenes, you will avoid confusion and build stronger cases.
There are many possible systems that you can use to mark evidence. Some departments use a
combination of numbers and letters, or include a breakdown that specifies locations such as bedroom
1, bedroom 2, outdoors, vehicle, etc. It doesn‘t matter what system you use as long as you are clear
and consistent—that‘s the key. Your system must be clear to anyone working on the case, including
other crime scene officers, lab technicians, and other experts. The clarity of your system is especially
important when you go to court. You don‘t want to get confused because of the way you marked your
evidence. You need your evidence to be so clear and easy to understand that you can go back to your
notes and follow what you did whether your case just happened in the last few months or 10–15 years
ago. If your system of marking evidence is confusing, you could confuse everyone else, too. If the jury
gets lost in the shuffle and misses the points you are trying to make, your case could fall apart.
Whatever system you decide to use, you need to make sure that it will work if you are dealing with
multiple crime scenes, locations, or incidents. The LA shootout a couple of years ago is a good example
of this type of situation. About 1,500 rounds were fired between law enforcement and the suspects, the
scene moved across multiple locations, and the two suspects died. Six different crime scene teams
were assigned to this case, and they all needed to be on the same page while working their separate
scenes. This was a very complicated case, but many cases will also have more than one scene.
Homicides, in general, often include an initial crime scene but then expand to include multiple scenes
at different times and different locations. There may even be different officers working each scene.
How do you keep the evidence straight? You can‘t simply start at the first scene, assign a case number,
number the first piece of evidence as ―1,‖ and then have other officers at the other scenes also labeling
the first piece of evidence they find as ―1.‖ If you do it this way, you end up with a number of evidence
sheets, each with item number 1 and no way to distinguish them. Somehow you need to develop a
system that will differentiate the scenes and the incidents so that you and everyone else who deals
with the evidence will be able to tell exactly where each piece of evidence was found.
When I worked on the Major Crime Squad, we developed a system that worked well for keeping track of
evidence over multiple incidents or scenes. In our system, each incident or scene included the year, the
case number, and a dash plus a number to indicate the scene or incident. Each piece of evidence
collected would then include this incident number and item number, which would make it unique from
other items collected in this case. The list would continue in this way for each item from that scene.
Meanwhile, any evidence found from the second scene would share the same date and case number,
but would be listed as part of incident -2. If we had multiple teams, the lead officer, who kept the
master list for the case, would give each team its own incident number to use. Having one person
responsible for the master list prevented any confusion. Our system also allowed us to keep track of
fingerprint evidence. If we did the fingerprinting at the scene, we numbered the print with an ―L‖ to
indicate latent and also made sure to match the number to the item it came from. If the fingerprinting
was done at the lab, we would start a new incident number and then number the print as before.
We found this system worked really well because it was easy to use and to understand, which made it
easy for us to use consistently. When you correctly follow the same system over and over again, it
becomes habit, and makes your job even easier.
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Whatever system you adopt, remember that at every crime scene you go to, every piece of evidence
must have a number that corresponds to the evidence custody sheet. For multiple scenes, each piece of
evidence must have a unique number that corresponds with its own evidence custody sheet. Also,
anything you use to document the crime scene must be marked so that it properly coordinates to the
scene you are working on. This includes the evidence markers you place at the scene, the photographs
you take, the legends on the diagrams you create, the search warrants connected to the case, etc.
Everything must be marked correctly, and it must match the evidence on the log sheet. If you‘re not
careful, you could end up with a negative trickle-down effect: if you mess up with the first marker,
you mess up all the way through and ruin your case.
Taking the time to develop a clear system that is easy to use will be well worth the effort. Once you
find a system that is easy to understand and follow, and that allows you to coordinate your evidence
across your crime scenes, be sure to use it consistently. Nowadays, the courts are quick to jump on any
mistakes in a case. Before you know it, the evidence is out, and your case is in serious trouble. If you
can eliminate mistakes by being conscientious in handling your evidence, you‘ll be in very good shape.
Questions based on your reading:
A crime has occurred at GCHS. It began in Mr. Esposito’s room and took place in all the rooms in the
science wing. Each room has items taken and transfer evidence found. You have been asked to
investigate these crimes.
1) How will you keep the crime scenes straight?
2) How will you be able to record the information in one room so that it does not become confused with
another?
3) Write up your proposal, including any special forms you would design to help you in this investigation.

